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Adapting and optimizing
for growth
Service-centric organizations are under
constant pressure to adapt the way they
work to meet increasing demands.
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Navigating the never normal, and emerging stronger
With the rate of change at the highest it has ever been, service-centric organizations need their teams to be able to

provide the right insights and operational agility to enable the best strategic decisions. Organizations are also increasingly
having to do more with less while also ensuring they meet demand from their talent for better employee experiences.

Meeting increasing
client needs

Adapting quickly to a
changing reality

Enhancing digital
employee experiences

1 May 2020, State of the Connected Customer, Salesforce.com 2 Jun 2020, PwC US CFO Pulse Survey 3 May 2020, State of the Connected Customer, Salesforce.com

https://www.salesforce.com/resources/research-reports/state-of-the-connected-customer/
https://www.salesforce.com/resources/research-reports/state-of-the-connected-customer/


The role of people experience
People-centric organizations have a more urgent need to invest in great people
experiences to achieve better business outcomes. A great people experience
impacts employee engagement, improves employee retention, and influences
project and business performance.

4 Feb 2020 Accenture.com

Organizations need tools that fit
together like puzzle pieces, that are
easy to use and customize, allowing
finance, HR and planning teams to not
only deliver better people
experiences but also provide a better
way for your people to complete their
work and make informed business-
critical decisions.



Elevate your business with Unit4 ERP
Unit4’s People Experience Suite brings ERP, HCM and FP&A capabilities onto a unified cloud platform that shares real-time
information, so you can provide better insight, utilize what you have, and meet strategic goals.

With Unit4 ERP, Finance and HR
leaders can:

Embed agility to adapt and grow

Maintain stability through innovation

Gain clarity to optimize resources

Need help evaluating ERP systems?

Look at IDC’s checklist

https://info.unit4.com/Global-PSO-ERP-2020-IDC-Infobrief-LP_LP_MOFU.html
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Financial Management
Powering ongoing business and
operational change for your organization
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Unit4 ERP Financial Management incorporates a top-tier, global
accounting system designed for organizations that constantly face
internal and external demands for change – from funds and funding
sources available to payee.

The module solution allows CFO’s and
financial managers to maintain control as well
as have a full overview of their organization’s
finances irrespective of the business change,
they are undergoing.

It covers the full Report-to Record cycle
covering planning and analysis, control, asset
and liability management, transaction
processing and reporting.

Organizations can be rest assured that with
Unit4 ERP Financial Management they are
able to adjust to any change, internal or
external, simply, quickly and cost effectively.

General Ledger

Accounts Payable and Supplier Management

Accounts Receivable and Customer Management

Fixed Assets

Bank Reconciliation and Statement Processing

Compliance

Smart Invoice Processing Services
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Project Management
Powering optimized and profitable projects
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Unit4 ERP Project Management provides a complete solution to
managing the entire project cycle from project creation to final invoice
and project closedown.

Our solution can help the management of
small internal projects to large complex
contracts that may go across various legal
entities, generating significant contributions
to operational turnover.

With a centralized source for all project data,
and a flexible dashboard and reporting
function, projects can be optimized, more
transparent, and ultimately more profitable.

Project Planning

Project Workspaces

People Planning

Project Budgeting and Forecasting

Global Projects

Revenue Recognition

Project Billing

Reference Projects

Time and Expenses
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Procurement
Powering cost control and streamlined practices
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Unit4 ERP Procurement provides a fully integrated solution that
supports, automates and standardizes all phases of the purchasing
cycle – from requisitioning to paying vendors. Gain better accuracy
and control, without incurring the overhead of in-house catalogue
management while still collecting the best pricing and product
information.

Our solution is equally well suited for
centralized and decentralized procurement
processes and is suitable for remote and
occasional users, giving all potential buyers
the ability to purchase without needing to
install a complex system.

Unit4 ERP Procurement also allows
organizations to stay ahead of the
competition by embracing better purchasing
methods and, ultimately make changes
simply, quickly and cost-effectively.

Purchasing

Internal ordering

Commitment Accounting

Contract Management

Incoming Invoice Management

Sales to Cash
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Core HR and Payroll
Plan, manage and optimize your people
while simplifying payroll
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Allow Unit4’s integrated core HR and Payroll capabilities to build a
seamless approach to payroll and people management.

Allow Unit4’s integrated core HR and Payroll
capabilities to build a seamless approach to
payroll and people management.

Manage a global workforce and understand
and manage your people’s entire hire to
retire cycle within a central control database.
Manage absences and identify patterns and
trends and automate the routines of
registration, approval, processing, posting,
and payment of travel expenses.

Ensure your workforce is paid accurately
through a seamlessly connected payroll
module.

Employee Management

Absence Management

Expense Management

Payroll
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Operational agility and
intelligence
Enhance strategic decisions and
responsive change
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The adaptability baked into Unit4 ERP through its unique architecture
means not only can you generate the right reports, but you can make
operational changes simply with automatic updates to workflows,
data access, and security.

Sophisticated tooling and data visualization
allow you to present the most up-to-date data
in the most appropriate and the digestible
format for your stakeholders.

Data structures and workflow processes are
easily adapted, and additional data fields can
be added with ease without disruption to
existing data. The solution automates
changes consistently across the organization
so end-users are driven to input data
accurately and consistently.

Real-time data visualization

Visually represent and adjust organizational structures

Simplify data entry and create alerts

Enhanced communication

Personalized dashboards

Extend data fields and deep dive with ease

Adjust processes and assign tasks

Maintain compliance

Easy release of new ERP features
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Learn more at

Unit4.com
Don’t take our word for it
Let’s talk
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